BYNG

George Byng, 1st Viscount Torrington (1663–1733), KB 1725, admiral {Davison, Highmore, Kneller} \(\times\) 1691 Margaret Master

\(\oplus\) Patree Byng, 2nd Viscount Torrington (1699–1747) \(\times\) 1724 Lady Charlotte Montagu q.v.

\(\oplus\) George Byng, 3rd Viscount Torrington (1701–1750) \(\times\) 1736 Elizabeth Daniel

\(\oplus\oplus\) George Byng, 4th Viscount Torrington (1740–1812spm) \(\times\) 1765 Lady Lucy Boyle (1744–1792)

\(\oplus\oplus\oplus\) Lucy Elizabeth \(\times\) 1788 Orlando Bridgeman, 1st Earl of Bradford (1762–1825) {Downman}

\(\oplus\oplus\oplus\) Georgiana Elizabeth \(\times\) 1786 John Russell, 6th Duke of Bedford q.v.

\(\oplus\oplus\oplus\oplus\) Isabella Elizabeth Byng (1773–1830) \(\times\) 1794 Thomas Thynne, 2nd Marquess of Bath (1765–1837)

\(\oplus\oplus\oplus\oplus\) John Byng, 5th Viscount Torrington (1743–1813) {Humphry} \(\times\) 1767 Bridget Forrest

\(\oplus\oplus\oplus\oplus\) Frederick Gerald "Poodle" Byng (1784–1871), gentleman usher of the privy chamber {Humphry}

\(\oplus\oplus\) Robert Byng (1703–1740), Governor of Barbados

\(\oplus\) George Byng (1735–1789), of Wrotham Park, MP for Middlesex {Downman} \(\times\) 1761 Anne Conolly (–1806) {Cotes} q.v.

\(\oplus\) John Byng (1739–1764) {Kauffmann}

\(\oplus\) John Byng (1704–1757), admiral {Hudson: English sch.}